
Syncbak Touts OTT Milestone
Syncbak, the broadcaster-backed company that specializes in streaming  
live, in-market broadcast TV signals via connected devices, said its streaming 
platform, SimpleSync, now powers 2.5 million hours of live TV programming on 
an annual basis.

Syncbak said its technology now covers 90% of U.S. homes and that it  
currently ingests more than 400 TV stations across 161 markets representing  
51 broadcast groups, including major broadcasters such as CBS, ABC, Fox, 
NBC and The CW. CBS All Access, the network’s standalone  
subscription service that supports live local feeds, is among the apps that rely on Syncbak’s technology.

Syncbak’s platform, which aims to simplify the workflow for live OTT feeds using a multiplatform, cloud-based 
architecture, has also been integrated with Nielsen in a way that measures local audiences on connected 
platforms. The company said the milestone shows its platform can scale as virtual MVPDs and other forms of 
online video distributors continue to pursue services that can support live local TV feeds over-the-top.

For more of this blog, please visit broadcastingcable.com/March13. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
AMAZON PRIME FLIRTS WITH 70M SUBS: ANALYST  
Amazon still doesn’t break out how many consumers subscribe to Amazon Prime, 
but a top industry analyst said it could be as many as 70 million. 

Jan Dawson, head of Jackdaw Research, came up with that figure as an estimate 
aided by data in Amazon’s 2016 10-K report showing a revenue breakdown by 
product type, including retail products, retail subscription services and revenue tied 
to the electronic retailing giant’s Amazon Web Services unit. 

While 70 million is his high-end estimate for Amazon Prime, which among its 
perks includes access to a large streaming video library and free two-day shipping 
of purchased products, Dawson said 66 million is the lowest possible number of 
subscribers who are Prime members. 

Notably, Dawson also deduced that Amazon streaming revenue is far below total 
streaming revenue for Netflix, which ended 2016 with 93.8 million subs worldwide, 
including 49.43 million in the U.S. 

Netflix “allocates the full $8 to $10 per month it collects from its nearly 100 mil-
lion subscribers to streaming, whereas even with 70 million subscribers, Amazon 
only allocates just under half to streaming,” the analyst noted.  — Jeff Baumgartner
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TECH TWEETS
“TiVo Mavrik Breaks Cover” 

— ZatzNotFunny (@ZatzNotFunny), the gadget blog 
run by Dave Zatz, pointing to a story citing Federal 
Communications Commission documents showing 

more visual evidence of the Mavrik, a retail product from 
TiVo for cord-cutters that will combine the streaming of live TV 

captured with an over-the-air antenna alongside access to a cloud DVR. TiVo hasn’t announced pricing and a 
launch date, but said to “stay tuned” for more details in the coming weeks. 

Jeff Baumgartner

“There have been 
some advances and 
some changes in the 
landscape on the OTT 

side. So I think we could 
spend time developing 

our own. We may 
partner with others, but 
I think that will be an 
important part of the 

strategy going forward.” 
— Dan McCarthy, Frontier Communications 

president and CEO, speaking on the company’s 
Q4 earnings call when asked about how over-

the-top video might fit into the company’s future. 
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